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I'm us Poet Laureate, Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:22
So often we look to nature for inspiration, a thing like Birdsong, bright and lilting can easily
conjure in us a sense of hope, or joy. And yet, there are times when no matter what the birds
sound like hope and joy feel playing off key. How can we glean a sense of comfort or consolation
from a natural world that is itself imperiled? Let's say there is purpose and clarity in the natural
world. But what if it doesn't belong to us? What if the birds and the trees have arrived at genuine
hope and joy? through centuries of behavior distinct from ours? It wouldn't surprise me. Neither
Would it surprise me if these creatures our neighbors on the planet, were to look at the racket and
the spectacle of our human lives and crave the power to tune it out. Once on a bus in rural
Mexico, riding along low cattle strewn hills, I was struck by how much they looked like the hills I'd
grown up with in California, only different. They were free of billboards and buildings, houses built
on stilts, the road was even different, narrow, unobtrusive, deferential to the landscape. And it
choked me up to think how much more beautiful the Earth would be without us. But here we are
projecting our appetites, fantasies and fears into the air we all share. At the turn of the 19th
century, poet and novelist Thomas Hardy wrote the darkling thrush, a poem in which the sight and
sounds of nature coax out the poet's own fears about the dawning century. It's an instance where
looking out at the world makes him more mindful of the worrisome capacities that we as humans
possess. It's a poem that continues to feel useful now, as we find ourselves just to bewildering
decades into the 21st century. The darkling thrush by Thomas Hardy, I lent upon a coppice gate
when Frost was specter gray and winters drags made desolate, the weakening eye of day, the
tangled bind stems scored the sky like strings of broken liars, and all mankind that haunted nigh
had sought their household fires. The lands sharp features seem to be the centuries corpse
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Outland his crypt, the cloudy canopy, the wind, his death lament, the ancient pulse of germ and
birth was shrunk and hard and dry. And every spirit upon earth seemed fervor less as I at once a
voice arose among the bleak twigs overhead, in a full hearted, even song of joy, unlimited, in aged
thrush, frail, gaunt, and small, in blast be ruffled plume had chosen thus to fling his soul upon the
growing gloom. So little cause for Carolyn's of such ecstatic sound was written on terrestrial things
afar, or NIH around that I could think they're trembled through his happy, good night air. Some
bless it hope we're of he knew, and I was unaware. The slow down is a production of American
Public Media, in partnership with the Library of Congress and the Poetry Foundation. To get a
poem delivered to you daily, go to slow down show.org and sign up for our newsletter.
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